Central ac fuse box

What is central air conditioner fuse? An air conditioner fuse prevents any parts of HVAC to
overload or overheat. The fuse box should be in the line of vision; it should be within REACH
from the condenser unit location. The fuse is within the fuses holder. It is either a handle that
you pull out, within this handler, there is two fuse in the fuse holder. Or there is breaker. The
condenser switches are within the breaker box. Average Rating. Click here to add your own
comments. Central air conditioner fuse by Dadan Central Ac breaker. Fuse Metal Box. Time
Delay Cartridge Fuses. Fuses Holder. Rating Confused NEW by: Anonymous My heat is not
working and was getting a burning smell when it was upon investigation I found my disconnect
box in the house didn't have fuses or breakers inside it had what appears to be 2 copper pipes
and the wires in the box are burnt up. Fan on unit is not turning. Rating question NEW by:
Richard If my AC condenser has a 30 amp fused disconnect outside by the unit, can it have a 50
amp breaker in the panel? I guess I just don't understand why it needs a fuse to act as an
overcurrent protection device at the disconnect, and another one at the main panel? Any help
would be greatly appreciated. Rating central furnace only works in on position then kicks
breaker by: Jr. R I recently had my blower motor and capacitor replaced, when I had to use the
central ac unit. Now that its cold out I'm trying to use the furnace and it will only work when the
thermostat is in the on position but blower will not kick on when I put it on auto. The coils are
heating up in auto position but blower will not kick on. It only works if I put it on ON and then it
kicks the breaker after about 10 minutes. Comments for Central air conditioner fuse Average
Rating Click here to add your own comments. Confused NEW by: Anonymous My heat is not
working and was getting a burning smell when it was upon investigation I found my disconnect
box in the house didn't have fuses or breakers inside it had what appears to be 2 copper pipes
and the wires in the box are burnt up. Dan has been in the HVAC industry for 23 years with
experience ranging from installation and service to sales and distribution. It's almost like the air
conditioner knows how much we need it and breaks down on the hottest days of the year. This
holds true for nearly any electrical appliance. Increased temperatures cause electrical
components to run hotter than recommended, and this causes them to fail. When it comes to air
conditioning, it is the capacitor and fuses that are most likely to "feel the heat. I'm not saying
that they will blow, just that the odds are better on a hot day. Here, we will focus on the fuses
and how simple it is to fix this problem. Below, you'll find detailed, step-by-step instructions on
how to troubleshoot the problem by:. Think of a fuse like a secret service agent. It takes the
shot. If more amps than the air conditioner can handle try to reach the unit, the fuse will blow to
protect the condenser. If you use a fuse that is too small, the fuse is likely to blow more often
but if you use one that is too big it could allow more than the rated amount of amperage reach
the unit and cause fatal damage to the system. The same is true of your breakers. Kind of cool,
eh? You may hear a slight humming, but that's all. The best way to check the fuse is by using a
voltmeter. Let's go through this process first and then, for those of you who don't have a
voltmeter or are uncomfortable testing voltage; I will give you another method for checking the
fuses. You are working with live electricity here. We cannot test fuses and voltage with the
power off or the fuses removed. You should not attempt to work with live electricity if you are
not a skilled electrician. In this case, we are taking a simple voltage reading but must still be
careful and confident in what we are doing. NOTE: Not all disconnects have fuses in them.
Though it is most common that they do, and it's code in many states, some do not. If that is the
case, they would not be your problem. Here, you can see the door of the disconnect is open and
the cover is being removed to expose the wires. The "leads" are the voltmeter's wires. They
have hard metal on the end with insulated grips that make the test safe. The "lugs" are the
screws on the disconnect that are housed in a metal block. They are the screws that hold the
wires down. One should say "line," and the other should read "load. When you test the voltage,
you press the metal end of the lead down on the lugs as directed above. Here the "line" is being
tested. The "leads" are what I'm holding here and the "lug" is what I'm touching them to. You
can see the voltage reading here. For those of you who don't have a voltmeter, it's really not a
big deal. You should be able to find the size of fuses you need, buy them at your local "big box"
retail store, and put them in to test if they were the problem. Worst case scenario is you'll have
an extra set of fuses that you should have anyway and will have only spent a few dollars in the
process. Here, you see the handle is removed and the fuses have been pulled out. So this may
all sound like a lot, but honestly, it only takes a few minutes to do. Just pop the fuses back in
where you found them and turn everything back on before you sweat to death! Most residential
air conditioners are wired into a 25â€”50 amp circuit breaker based on the unit size and
maximum amp rating for your specific unit. Here you see fuses rated for different amps as well
as the differences in physical size and how fuse reducers far left and right can help fit new
smaller fuses to old disconnects. It is important that you buy the right size fuses for your air
conditioning system. In a pinch, you could use a fuse that is rated for a lower amperage than

the ones you need, but never more. As stated earlier, allowing too many amps to flow to your
condenser will cause it to break down and possibly be fatal to the unit. At worst, smaller fuses
will blow more easily and overprotect your air conditioner. This means you'll be having this
problem again soon. Many times, the fuse size and type typically a "TR" type are written right on
the fuse itself. If it isn't, then you should be able to get the amp rating of the air conditioner off
of the rating plate on the unit. Sometimes these are located inside the access panel on the air
conditioner. It should be rather easy to find. Never go higher than the breaker amperage rating.
That should allow some cooling but if it blows as soon as you turn it on, stop there. It's either
rated for higher amperage, and we don't want to guess, or there is a short in the wiring, and you
may want to contact an electrician or an HVAC technician to locate the problem. If the old fuses
are bigger in size than the new fuses we're talking about physical size here, not amperage , you
will also need to buy what is called a fuse reducer. These will fit onto each end of your smaller
fuses and make up the difference of the physical size. Never insert anything in the disconnect to
bypass the fuse. This is not only a great way to cause major damage to your unit but can also
be a danger to you and your home. Yes, people do this, and it never ends well. If the fuse keeps
blowing then there's probably a bigger problem with your cooling system and it's time for you
to figure out what it is. I hope this has resolved your air conditioning problem. If it hasn't, it may
be your air conditioner's capacitor that's the issue. As I said at the beginning of this article, your
air conditioner's fuses and capacitor are the most likely components to go out on a hot day. It'll
show you how you can find out if it's a blown capacitor that's your issue, and what to do about
it. Remember, if what you find in your system doesn't match up to what I've explained here,
don't guess. Contact a professional. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes
only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial,
legal, or technical matters. Question: My outside unit is running fine, but the fan inside won't
start. It just hums. I tried to check the light on the front for a code, but it is not working. Is the
problem most likely a fuse? Answer: It sounds like that could be the case and is very easy to
see. What could be the problem? Answer: The pull tab only means that you have a non-fused
disconnect, so fuses are not your problem. The fact that you have no power to the stat means
either your batteries have died or you have no power coming from the furnace to the stat or the
power wire has come loose. Answer: There is likely a short somewhere in the low voltage 24v
circuit. Maybe at the stat, or where it connects in the furnace. Question: I have a blown fuse on
my AC. Does it have to be the exact same one? Or will any 20 amp AC cartridge fuse work?
Answer: If 20 amp fuses were in there then yes, 20 amp fuses should go back in there. We tried
replacing the fuse that blew, but the new one did the same as soon as we put it in. What should
we check next? You may need an HVAC tech and an electrician. Should I be using 30 amp fuses
then? I found 35 amp fuses in the box that blew just yesterday. Answer: The box just means it
can handle up to 60 amps and the fuse determines what the protection is. So long as the fuse is
proper fitting and below the 60 amp rating, it should be fine but not more than Question: If the
fan on the outside and inside AC unit both come on, then can the fuses be ruled out as the
issue? Answer: Yes. The indoor fan has nothing to do with the indoor fan, but if the outdoor fan
is running, then the fuses are not the problem. Answer: They are very cheap. That's for both.
Answer: There are a few high-end systems that may have a 3 AMP fuse in the outside unit but
typically, no. Those are found in the furnace or air handler on the circuit board. Answer: That
would be impossible. There is nothing between the load side of the disconnect and line side of
the contactor, so the measurement has to be the same if measured the same way. Is this the
same thing? Will it work? Those will work. Basically you want the amp rating and size to match
with a time delay fuse and your all set. Question: How do you determine the size of the fuse if
someone stole them and you have no idea what the rating was? Answer: The max fuse or amp
rating MCA should be listed on the unit rating plate. Question: I was able to replace my
capacitor but one of the wires burned off about a month later. Where can I buy one of the
replacement wires for my capacitor? And are there different types of wires I need to be
concerned about? Or just different colors? There should a minimum fuse size rating as well for
the unit. The disconnect needs to be rated properly as well, however, or your fuse size becomes
a moot point. Those are usually rated for up to 30 or up to 60 amps, so the fuses should fall
within the appropriate range of the disconnect. Answer: There isn't one on the condenser. Only
on the furnace circuit board. There are only fuses in the disconnect if a fused disconnect at the
condenser, but they are much higher rated than 3 amps. Answer: I recommend you try some of
the steps in the article to see if the fuses are the issue. Fuses can get hot sometimes so that by
itself doesn't mean they are the problem. Answer: The answer is yes, but I cannot in good
conscious tell you how because it's a bad idea and fuses are so cheap, so why risk it? The unit
should say right on what the "max fuse size" or "max amperage" is, and you can go buy the
fuses. They are probably just a TR type fuse. I found that my AC unit had one 20 amp and one

25 amp fuse. The 25A fuse looked very old and the 20A looked newer. The 20A fuse was blown.
Should it be replaced with a 25A fuse to match the other 25A fuse in the quick disconnect box?
The circuit breaker in the panel was 30A. I was going to replace my thermostat with a Nest. I
thought I turned the power off I touched two wires and there was a spark. Is there a fuse on the
air handler that may have blown? I need to go into a craw space to check it but wanted to know
if you have any thoughts on what may have blown. Its a Carrier unit about 15 years old.
ValAdam - Yes it could be and that motor has a capacitor on it that can sometimes be the issue.
If you think that's what it is you can replace it for just a couple of dollars to see before getting
into larger repairs like a motor or circuit board and if it's not, you're only out a couple bucks. If it
is, then you will be fixed up for less than a Big Mac. My outside unit is running. But it's not
blowing air inside. Could that be the fan on the inside unit? Would the fan have a fuse also?
Amber - Replacing the fuses is really simple so I wouldn't have much reservation about you
doing that. It's not much different than changing the batteries in something and you don't have
to touch any wiring or anything like that. Beyond that I wouldn't feel comfortable trying to talk
you into running electrical tests and messing with contactors and such. Those are items that
one should have some mechanical background or knowledge to be safe. I did see a comment
that they are connected to the furnace.. Jillane Barbee - Thank you for the kind words. It's
always nice to hear back from readers. I'm glad I was able to help even if in a small way. Stay
cool! I can't thank you enough for this article. I just plain couldn't afford a tech and I have been
without air for a month. I replaced the contactor and capacitor and defrost control board. Tested
the air handler, looked for leaks, cleaned up and watched videos and studied, but until your
article, I had no clue about the fuses. Tested, line is fine, but my load side is bad. Also saw burn
marks on disconnect plug. Going to replace all of it. You may have saved my life and my home
from fire! I can't thank you enough for putting out easy to understand, helpful information. I'll be
forever grateful. I have learned a lot and even buying several parts was still less than a service
call thanks to people like you who give diyers the info they need. Ric - Maybe check out this
article. It sounds like it may be the issue you're having. Make sure you check your filter and
have you had the evaporator coil cleaned? Most never do and if you could see how plugged
those get you'd see why they are common enemies of airflow. The outdoor repair would've had
nothing to do with the indoor fan however and on hotter days you should expect your cycles to
be more frequent. It's the nature of the beast. After a repair guy got the unit running, worked
great for a week. Just doesn't seem to blow strong enough. Vern, I'm not sure I understand. If
you replaced the fuse and are having no issues now then that was the problem. If it blew then
there was some sort of surge which isn't uncommon and the reason fuses are there. To protect
the unit against them. Runs fine after replacement, no problem codes displayed at either remote
or portable thermostat nor at the head. No distress around the control board, nothing obvious
wrong. Working many hours after replacement. Where might the problem be? Dorman - Did you
have a service contract? If not, the new or old company wouldn't probably cover anything
anymore as far as labor is concerned. The parts are covered by the manufacturer however and
can be claimed by any service company. Regina - I'd really like to help and though you've given
me info, there is still more that I would need to narrow down the possibilities. For now, all I can
say is if your husband is comfortable with it and has a voltmeter, he can test various circuits to
see where power loss is happening. First at the power to the furnace to make sure you have
that, then 24v from the circuit board to the stat and 24v going from the circuit board to the
outdoor unit. Check power to outdoor unit as well. These tests would greatly narrow down
what's happening. Sorry I can't do more at the moment but thank you for reading. It is on a
different breaker in the panel than the outdoor unit so be sure you've checked both. Beyond
that, it's possible the board was fried at the outage. Sometimes a surge can happen with an
outage or "brown" power that can damage circuits. Your units should be under warranty for
parts at least so keep that in mind if you need to call a tech. Thanks for reading. Not sure what
kind of system we have. But there are no fuses on the outside in the box on the house. We had
a clogged drain which my husband unclogged. We also just changed the filter also. Just trying
to give you as much information as I can for you to be able to help me. As not wanting to have
to hire someone with all the money we have already Invested. We have replaced our motor and
the control board and still have no air or heat. On the thermostat it still shows the blinking snow
flake. Which we were told was a sign that it was the fuse on the control board or the control
board. What else should we check. We had an outage accident in area for several hours. When
power came back on; our AC didn't. We flipped the breaker didn't come on and neither did the
thermostat. Inside Air Handler the fan is not coming on, turned temp to 68 got nothing. I am
thinking it is a fuse inside the Air Handler. Any ideas or what the prices are to replace? Kathy I've just commented back on your other post and am glad it worked out. I'm sorry I took so long
to respond but was on vacation. I'm glad it worked out and thank you again! Kathy - And thank

you for the feedback. I like to know I've been able to help people with these minor repairs that
can cost them a lot of money. Thank you again! I found out that the fuses can go either way,
which is what I suspected, but thought I would ask. It turns out that my capacitor was the
culprit. The entire top was pushed up and it was very obvious that it was bad. I replaced it,
thanks to your instructions on another Hub, and it powered right up. At the time the temperature
was 89 in the house and outside! Having a heat wave here in Calif. Thank you again for taking
the time to help others. My husband removed the pullout disconnect when our air conditioner
stopped working yesterday and both of the fuses fell out. Is there a right or wrong way to put
them in? They are 40 amp in a Mars The same model you show, only I'm confused as to the
direction yours are inserted. Does the notch go up or down? I bought new and we put them in
with the notch down and the condenser unit hums but the fan doesn't turn. Probably the
capaciter. We tried to spin the blade and it worked, but no cold air in the house. Thank you for
your articles. Beau, Sounds possible that the capacitor is bad. It's a pretty easy fix if so. Cheap
too. I've written on the subject here on HP. Thanks for reading and commenting. We have
circulation throughout the house, but the AC unit itself won't come on outside and fan doesn't
turn. Changed fuses and tried again, but nothing. Any ideas??? Power typically enters both
fuses from the top and leaves through the bottom. Sounds like you still have one blown fuse.
Thank you for reading. Hello Dan, My Ac quit so I checked the fuses. Its Volt so I checked both
leads from the House Panel and the left side was not getting so I figured it was the fuse.
Replaced fuse on the left side and turned on the power at the house panel and checked the
voltage at the unit panel and again same issue, the left side no juice. I switched fuses left and
right turned on the power again and now the new fuse has power on the right side and the old
fuse on the left has no power but it was working on the left side before. I checked the power on
the top of the fuse on the left side and it is good but no power at the bottom of the fuse. The T
handle is in and I checked power from top to bottom so I know that is good. What am I missing.
There are different kinds but it's often just referred to as the pullout handle, fuse holder, T
handle, disconnect It may be dirty or bad. The hum is the 24v trying to pull in the magnet to
complete the connection. If it's humming but nothing is happening Be sure to check your
breaker first. If you don't have fuses then it may have tripped the breaker. The hum has nothing
to do with the breaker power so you can hear that thinking you have power when actually you
don't. Just some suggestions and don't mess with the contactor unless you're confident on how
to work with the electrical. It's not hard but it can be very dangerous if you aren't sure what
you're doing. Replaced capacitor. Still humming. Inside unit running nothing on the outside. But
humming. Any suggestions. We don't have fuses on the outside. G Attore - Since I don't know
what you have, I'm going to suggest you look to a local professional or someone you know who
can help. Great post! Thanks for the information! I followed your instructions and discovered it
was a blown fuse. It probably save me hundreds of dollars and I learned something new. Thanks
again! Lisaq - I've other articles to help you troubleshoot your problem. Some contractors
install non-fused disconnects. From there, it could be an issue in the furnace. You should at
least hear a humming noise if your stat is asking the unit to come on. What should you do when
your unit does not have fuses? There are no sounds coming out of the unit. These were
expertise tips. Actually a great lesson. An AC person probably would charge a hundred dollars
or more, without the owner's knowledge that only the fuses may need replacing after a break
down. Voted up! Thanks for these tips, Daniel! Wow, you sure are a handyman! Daniel, congrats
on HOTD! Perfect timing too, since it's summer when you need ACs. Very good hub on how to
replace the fuse in easy steps. Vote up for useful! Barbara - It's always safest to shut down the
breaker unless you have a "pull out" disconnect in where the handle itself holds the fuses, then
it doesn't matter but if not and the fuses are held in the box, you still have power on one side of
those fuses. It is good to know though which is which for future reference. Is it safe to check the
fuses without tripping the ac circuit breaker? Circuits are not labeled clearly enough to read and
there
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is more than one double poled breaker. At first I thought your comment was on another Hub. If
you've checked the breaker, fuses and capacitor, it might be time to call a tech. Sorry if that's
not what you want to hear. Thank you for reading and commenting. I have another Hub on fuses
if you'd like to check. That's where I'd start anyway. Always start simple Thanks for reading my
hubs and I hope they are helpful to you when needed. This is one task I could probably do
myself - I think! I need to study this and try it whenever my system goes out. It's way cheaper
than calling the repairman! Voted up and up, and shared! Home Appliances. Air Conditioners.
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